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IN THE COURT OF THE ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE-2 (FTC),

TINSUKIA  

                             Sessions Case No. 114(T)/11

                                    U/S 302/201/34 IPC

                            

                             Present :        Md. Abdul Hakim, M.A.,LL.B.,

                                  Addl. Sessions  Judge-2(FTC),

                                                   Tinsukia.

     The State of Assam

     -Vs-

1. Sri Mahendra  Yadav,

2.  Sri Triloki  Chouhan,

3.  Sri Anariya  Devi,

4.  Sri Ram  Naresh  Chouhan, 

5.  Sri Sugrim  Chouhan.

                                          ---Accused

Appearance :

          For the State :  Sri R.C  Das, Ld. A.P.P,

          For accused Sri Mahendra  Yadav......... Sri, R.K  Borthakur, Sr.Adv.

          For accused Sri Triloki  Chouhand, Sri Anariya  Devi, Sri Ram  

          Naresh  Chouhan  & Sri Sugrim Chouhan.

                     .......................Sri L.N.  Borkotoky, Adv.

Date of evidence :    21.05.12, 06.07.12, 14.09.12,  

           26.03.15, 30.04.15, 09.01.17,   

                               27.02.17,  10.04.17,  30.05.17, 

                               26.06.18, 15.11.18.
                                         

                                     Date of argument :   20.03.19

                                     Date of judgment :   30.3.2019
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                                              J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1.          The  Prosecution story is in brief is that the complainant, Sri

Jhalak  Yadav had  lodged  an  FIR   by  which alleged  that his

daughter-in-law, Manju  Devi  the  wife  of Mahendra  Yadav  was

missing  from   her   residence  since  30.04.08.   When   asked

Mahendra  Yadav  told  that  she  was  sent  to Bihar. But suspecting

the  version  of  Mahendra  Yadav,  the complainant alongwith VDP

personnel  searched  for  Manju  Devi and  on 07.05.08 he found a

dead  body wrapped  with  red  sari  at  Hukanpukhuri  Bagan in  a

drain. Subsequently the complainant informed the  matter  to  the

Makum P.S.  The  Makum Police alongwith  BDO, Hapajan  dug  out

the  dead body and  he  identified  dead  body  as  Manju  Devi.  In

the  meantime  Mahendra Yadav  had  fled  away  alongwith Triloki

Chouhan his daughter  Smt. Durgawati  Devi. Accused Mahendra

Yadav alongwith  Triloki   Chouhan,   Smt.  Anariya  Devi  and Smt.

Durgawati Devi  had hatched  a  conspiracy  and kept  Manju  Devi

buried  at a drain  of Hukanpukhuri  after  killing  her for escaping

from being  caught. 

 

2.         Receiving the FIR, Makum P.S. registered a case No. 39/08

U/S 302, 201 IPC and caused investigation. On completion of the

investigation charge sheet was filed against the accused Mahendra

Yadav, Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi, Smti Durgawati Devi, Sugrim

Chauhan and Ram Naresh

3.         On   appearance  Ld.  J.M 1st   class  cum  Munsiff Tinsukia

had furnished copy to the accused persons Mahendra Yadav, Triloki

Chouhan, Anariya  Devi, Smti Durgawati Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and

Ram Naresh u/s 207 Cr.P.C and committed the case to this court for

trial. 
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4.      It   is pertinent to mention here that the charge sheeted

accused Smti.  Durgawati  Devi  was not sent as she was declared

absconder and the case was filed against her.

5.        On appearance of the accused persons viz. Mahendra Yadav,

Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi,  Sugrim Chauhan and Ram Naresh

heard both sides and thereafter, considering the materials on record

charges u/s 302/201/34 IPC had been framed by my predecessor

against  the accused persons,  particulars  of  which on being read

over and explained to the accused persons to which they pleaded

not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

6.    During  trial,  prosecution  examined   Thirteen  no’s  (13)

witnesses.  As  there  is  implicating  material  against  the  accused

persons, they are  examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. I have heard argument

put  forth  by the ld.  Counsel  for  both the sides  as  well  as  gone

through the entire evidence available on record.

 

7. The Point for determination are as follows: 

(i)  Whether the accused  in  furtherance of  their  common

intention on 30.04.08 at village  Chanmai   Bangali   Gaon

under  Makum  P.S   in   the   district   of   Tinsukia   had

committed  murder  by  intentionally(or knowingly)  caused

death to Smt.  Manju  Devi W/o. Sri  Mahendra Yadav  and

the  daughter  in  law  of  the  informant Sri Jhalku Yadav, as

alleged?

(ii)  Whether the accused  in  furtherance of  their  common

intention on the  same  day,  time  and  place  knowing  that

murder   of   Smt.  Manju   Yadav punishable   with   capital

punishment  and   imprisonment   of   life   has   been

committed  did  cause  certain   evidence  of  the  said

offence  to  disappear  with  the  intention  of  screening

yourself  from  legal  punishment?
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       DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

8.          P.W.1,  Sri Jhalku  Yadav   has  deposed  that he  knows the

accused  Triloki Chouhan, Mahendra  Yadav,  Anariya  Devi, Ram

Naresh  Chouhan,  Sugrim  Chouhan  and  Durgawati  Devi. He also

knew  the  deceased, Manju  Devi who  was  the  wife  of accused

Mahendra  Yadav. The  incident  took  place  about  four years  back.

Manju  Devi  was missing from  village prior  to few days  of  the

incident. The  matter  was  reported  to  police. After few  days  the

dead   body   of   Manju   Devi   was   found   in   a   drain   of

Hukanpukhuri reserve. He visited  the  spot  and  saw  that  the

dead  body  of  Manju  Devi  was  buried in  the drain and police

dug  the  dead body out.  He  lodged a  written  ejahar  at  the

police   station.  Ext.  1   is   the   said  ejahar,   Ext.  1(1)   is   his

signature.  He  put  his  signature on  Ext. 1  after  being  read  over

to  him  by  its  writer. Police  recorded  his  statement. 

 
9.       In  cross-examination for  accused  Mahendra  Yadav, PW.1

has stated  that Ext. 1  was  filed  after recovery of  the  dead  body.

As no  guardian appeared after recovery of  the  dead  body, he  on

request  of  the  public, and  as  he being  a  member  of  Barekuri

Gaon  Panchayat, he  took  the  responsibility  of  guardian  of  the

dead  body. Prior  to taking  the  responsibility of  guardian  of  the

dead  body,  he  put  his  signature  on  Ext. 1  as asked  by  public.

He  saw  police  were recovering  the  dead  body from  the  drain,

when  he went  to  the  spot.  He  cannot  say  who  wrote  the  Ext.

1. He  is  unaware  of  the contents of  Ext. 1. He knows  that, in  the

ejahar it  was  written that a  dead  body  was  recovered. Mahendra

Yadav  was  not  present where  the  dead  body  of  Manju  Devi

was  recovered. The  house of Mahendra  Yadav is  at Nagara of UP.

At  the  time of  incident   Mahendra  Yadav  was  at  U.P. As  PW.1  is

a  member  of  Panchayat, therefore,  he  knows  that  Mahendra

Yadav  went  to  U.P prior  to  20/25  days  of  the  incident. 
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10.       The cross-examination for  accused Sugrim  Chouhan, Ram

Naresh  Chouhan,  Triloki Chouhan  and Anariya  Devi  is  declined

by  the  defence.

11.       P.W.2,  Sri Birendra  Yadav  has  deposed  that  he  knows

the accused  Triloki Chouhan, Anariya  Devi, Ram  Naresh Chouhan,

Mahendra  Yadav,  Sugrim  Chouhan,   and  Durgawati Devi. He also

knew  the  deceased, Manju  Devi who  was  the  wife of accused

Mahendra  Yadav.  Manju  Devi  died  four  years  back. Manju  Devi

was  missing few days prior  to the  incident.  He  heard  people

were gossiping  about  the  said missing. Regarding  the  missing a

village  meeting  was  convened  in   the  village where,  Triloki

Chouhan, Anariya  Devi and  their  daughter Durgawati  Devi were

also  called  accordingly  they  attended the  meeting. PW.2  and

Gaonbura,   Sri   Kartik   Bhumij  were  also present.  Sri  Lal   Chai

Yadav, informant  Jhaluk  Yadav  and  many  villagers  were  also

present  in  the  meeting.  In   the  meeting  when the accused

persons  were  asked  about  the  deceased Manju  Devi,   they

assured  that they  will produce  the  deceased  Manju  Devi  within

three  days. But thereafter  the  three accused persons  fled  away

from  their  house. Thereafter again  a  meeting  was convened  in

the  village. But  as  the  accused  fled away and were absent in  the

meeting,  as  per   the   decision   of   the  meeting   the   matter

regarding missing of  Manju  Devi  was  report  in  the  Makum  P.S

in  writing implicating  the  accused  persons in suspicion.  As  such,

at  first police  came  and  took  Anariya  Devi  to police  station.

PW.2  was  called to  the  P.S on  that  night  and  accordingly he

visited  the P.S. Police  told  him  that  the husband of  Anariya

Devi,  Sri  Triloki  Chouhan  is  aware  of  the  incident. Police  asked

him  to search  for  Triloki Chouhand. He  found Triloki  Chouhan in

the   house  of   Rajcharan   Pasowan   in   hiding  state.  As  Triloki

Chouhan asked  PW.2 to  save  him, on  that PW.2 on  suspicion

called  police and  he  was  brought  to  Police  station. Police  called
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PW.2  to  the police  station  and  informed  him  that    Triloki

Chouhan confessed  that deceased  Manju  Devi  was kept buried in

a  drain of  Hukanpukhuri Bagan.  On  the  next  day  police as  led

and  shown  by  Triloki  Chouhan found  the  dead  body of  Manju

Devi dug  the  dead  body  out and conducted  the  Inquest  over

the  dead  body. PW.2 put  his  signature on  the  Inquest. Ext. 2  is

the  Inquest  report,  Ext. 2(1)  is  his  signature. Police  recorded

his  statement.

12.        In  cross-examination for  accused  Mahendra  Yadav,  PW.2

stated  that Mahendra  Yadav  was  not  present  at  the  time  of

convening  meeting  for   two  times  in  the  village  and  at  the

time  of recovery of the  dead  body.  He  is  the  VDP  Secretary  of

the  village of    Mahendra  Yadav.  Mahendra  Yadav  is  a  resident

of  U.P.  The  name of  village  is  not  known to him.  Mahendra

Yadav   went   to  U.P   prior   to  20/25   days   of   the   incident.

Mahendra  Yadav  was  also  at   U.P  when the  meeting  was

convened  and Manju  Devi  was  being  searched.  Mahendra  Yadav

came  back  to Tinsukia  from  U.P.  after  about  one  month  after

the  recovery  of  the  dead  body of  Manju  Devi. 

13.       In  cross-examination for  accused Sugrim  Chouhan, Ram

Naresh  Chouhan,  Triloki Chouhan  and Anariya  Devi the  PW.2  has

stated   that  police   recorded   his   statement.  He   denies  the

suggestion  that he  did  not  state  before  police  that regarding

missing  of  Manju  Devi  a meeting  was  convened  in  the  village

where,  Triloki  Chouhan,  Anariya   Devi   and   their   daughter

Durgawati  Devi were  also  called  accordingly  they  attended the

meeting and  that  he, Gaonbura,  Sri  Kartik  Bhumij, Sri Lal  Chai

Yadav, informant  Jhaluk  Yadav  and  many  villagers  were  also not

present  in  the  meeting.  He  denies the  suggestion  that he did

not  state  before  police  that in  the  meeting  when the accused

persons  were  asked  about  the  deceased Manju  Devi, they did

not assure  that they  will produced  the  deceased  Manju Devi. He

denies the  suggestion  that   the  said three accused persons  did
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not  flee  away  two  days  after  the  said meeting and  that

thereafter again  a  meeting  was convened  in  the village. But  as

the  accused  fled away and were absent in  the meeting, as per the

decision  of  the meeting  the  matter regarding missing of Manju

Devi  was  reported  in  the  P.S. He denies the  suggestion that  he

did  not  state before  police  that at  first Anariya  Devi was  taken

to  the police  station  and  on that  night  PW.2  was called  to  the

police  station  and accordingly  he  went  to  police station. In  the

police   station police   told  him  that   the  Sri  Triloki  Chouhan,

husband of  Anariya  Devi  knows  about  the  incident. He  denies

the  suggestion  that   police  did  not ask him to search  for Triloki

Chouhan  and  that he   did not find Triloki  Chouhan in  the  house

of  Rajcharan  Pasowan  in  hiding state  and as Triloki Chouhan

asked  PW.2 to  save  him, on  that PW.2 on  suspicion called  police

and  he  was  not   brought   to   Police   station. He  denies the

suggestion  that  he  did  not  state  before  police  that Triloki

Chouhan  confessed  that deceased  Manju  Devi  was kept buried in

a  drain of  Hukanpukhuri Bagan and  that  on  the  next  morning

as  led  and  shown  by  Triloki  Chouhan the  dead  body of  Manju

Devi was  not  dug out from  a  drain  of Hukanpukhuri Bagan. He

denies the  suggestion  that  he  did  not  state  before  police  that

on  07.05.08  in  the  morning alongwith  the  villagers saw  a  dead

body   which  was  buried  in  5  feet  deep  drain at Hukanpukhuri

Bagan  and  confirmed  that  it  was  the  dead body  of  Manju  Devi

he  informed  the  matter  to  police  and police  prepared  Inquest

over  the  dead  body in presence  of  BDO and  he  signed  on  the

Inquest   as   witness.  He   denies  the   suggestion   that   the

statements -  Anariya  Devi stated   about  Triloki  Chouhan, Triloki

Chouhan  hiding  in   the  house  of   Rajsaran  Pasowan, Triloki

Chouhan asked  him  to  save, the three  accused persons assured

in  the meeting  to produce  Manju  Devi  deposed  in  the court

today  are  all  false  and  fabricated one. 

14.       P.W.3,  Dr. Sanat Kr. Dutta  has  deposed  that on 07.05.08
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he was  working  as  Medical  &  Health  Officer 1  at  Tinsukia  Civil

Hospital  and  on  that  day  he  did  the  PM  examination  on  the

dead  body  of  Manju  Devi,  30 years,  female,  she  was  brought

and  identified  by  constable  No. 22  Ravi  Das  and  Jalki  Yadav

and  he  found  as  follows :- Female  dead  body,  dark  in  colour,

hair-black,   12” long,  eyes  closed  with  swelling  all   around,

mouth  closed,  wearing  a  red  petticoat,  black  blouse, rigor-

mortis  passed  off,  whole  body.  Swollen  and  covered  with  mud.

i) Injury  No. 1 :  Bruise  over  the  back  side  of  chest  size  being

10 cm X 5  cm.

ii)  Bruise  over  back  side  of  head,  size  5 cm  X  3 cm.

iii) Fracture  of the  left  temporal  bone  size  4  cm X  2  cm.

Findings :-  Cranium  and  spinal  canal : Scalp-early  decomposed,

skull-fracture   in   left   temporal   bone,   Membrane-early

decomposed  with collection  of  blood  clot  of  around  500 ml

below  the  duramatter.  Early  decomposed  brain  with  collection

of  blood  clots  all  over  the  temporal  bone. Spinal  cord  early

decomposed.  Liver   early   decomposed.   Bladder   early

decomposed.  Uterus  early  decomposed normal  size. Other  parts

are  healthy. 

Opinion :  The  cause  of  death  is  due  to  comma  resulting  from

head  injury  as  described. All  the  injuries  are ante mortem  and

homicidal  in  nature. The time  since  death  is  approx. 7  to  10

days. Fracture  and  collection  of  injury  No. 3 and  collection  of

blood  are sufficient  to  cause  death  of  a  person  in  the  ordinary

course  of nature. Ext. 3  Post  Mortem  report  and  Ext. 3(1)  is  his

signature. Ext. 4  is  the  command certificate  and  Ext. 4(1)  is  his

signature. Ext. 5  is  the  forwarding  and  Ext. 5(1) is  his  signature.

Ext. 2 is the Inquest report and Ext. 2(1) is  his  signature. Ext. 6 is

the  dead  body challan  and  Ext. 6(1)  is  his  signature.

15.      The  cross-examination  of   this  witness  is  declined  by

defence.
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16.       P.W.4,  Sri Kartik  Bhumij    has  deposed  that  he  knows  the

present accused  Triloki Chouhan, Mahendra  Yadav, Sugrim  Chouhan

and  Bahira. He  also  knows  the absent  accused Anariya  Devi. He

also  knew  the  deceased, Manju  Devi who  was  the  wife  of  accused

Mahendra  Yadav.  Manju  Devi  died  three  years  ago. About three

years  ago the  villagers  informed  him  that  Mahendra  Yadav had

killed   his   wife   Manju   Yadav  and   had  buried   in  a   drain  of

Hukanpukhuri   Bagan.  Then  he   alongwith  villagers   and   VDP

Secretary,   Sri   Birendra  Yadav   came  to   the   Makum  P.S   and

informed  the  matter  at  the  P.S. Thereafter  though  he  alongwith

police, VDP Secretary, Birendra Yadav villagers  came  to  the  house  of

Mahendra  Yadav, but Mahendra  Yadav  was  not  found in his  house.

Then  they alongwith  police  came  to  the  house  of   Triloki  Chouhan.

He  was  also  not  found in  his  house. But Triloki  Chouhan's  wife,

Anarariya  Devi  was  found  and police  brought  her  to  the  P.S. On

the  same  night police  brought  Triloki  Chouhan  to  the P.S. Triloki

Chouhan  told the  VDP  personnel about  burying  of  Manju  Devi. On

the  next  day  police alongwith VDP  personnel had reached the  burial

place of  Manju   Devi   at  Hukanpukhuri   Bagan and informed  him.

Accordingly,  he  went  there  and the  dead  body  was  dug  out  from

there.  Later  the  dead  body  was  brought  to  the  P.S  for  Post

Mortem. PW.4  was  present  at  the  time of  Inquest of  the  dead

body. Ext. 2 is  the  Inquest, Ext. 2(3) is  his signature  thereon. Police

recorded  his  statement. Informant,  Jhaluk  Yadav  had  lodged  a

written  ejahar  at  the  P.S. 

17.       In cross-examination for Mahendra Yadav he has stated that he

is the  Gaonburha. His  house  is  at  a  distance  of  about 1½  mile

from accused  Mahendra  Yadav. He  heard  about  the  incident  from

others. He  did  not  state  before  police  that Manju  Devi  died  about

3 years back. About  three  years  ago  the  villagers  informed  him

that  Manju Devi was  killed  by  Mahendra  Yadav  and  was  buried  in

a  drain  of Hukanpukhuri  Bagan. Then he  alongwith  villagers  and

VDP Secretary,  Birendra  Yadav  came  to  the  P.S  and  informed  the
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matter  at  the  P.S. Then  he  alongwith villagers  and  VDP  Secretary,

Birendra  Yadav  went  the  house  of  Mohendra  Yadav but  did  not

find   him   there.  Then   they  alongwith   police   came   to   Triloki

Chouhan.  He  was  also  not  found in  his  house. But Triloki Chouhan's

wife, Anarariya  Devi  was  found  and police  brought  her to  the  P.S.

Triloki  Chouhan  had  disclosed  before  them  the place where  Manju

Devi  was  buried. On  the  next  day  police alongwith VDP  personnel

had reached the  burial place of Manju  Devi  at Hukanpukhuri  Bagan

and informed  him. Accordingly,  he  went  there and the  dead  body

was  dug  out  from  there. When  Mahendra Yadav  was  arrested  he

cannot  say. He  did  not  see  fleeing  of  Mahendra  Yadav. He  does

not  know anything  about  Mahendra  Yadav.    

18.      In  cross-examination for  the  remaining  accused  persons,

PW.4 has  stated  that Triloki  Chouhan  did  not  state  anything  before

him. He  has  no  personal  knowledge  about  the incident of  this

case.

19.       P.W.5,  Sri  Satyendra Yadav  has  deposed  that  he knows the

accused persons.  He  knows  the deceased  Manju  Devi. He  cannot

say  how  she  expired  as  there  is  no  talking terms  with  the

accused persons. Police  did not record  his  statement. 

20.      The  cross-examination   of  this  witness  is   declined   by

defence.

21.       P.W.6,  Sri  Lal  Chai  Yadav  has  deposed  that  he knows the

accused persons.   About seven  years  back the  body  of  Anju  Devi

was  found  in  the   Hukan  Pukuri  T.E. The  body  was  recovered after

3-4 days. Police  and  other  persons  went  and  examined  the body.

He  was  not  present  at  that  time.  His  nephew, Krishna informed

him  about  it. Police  recorded  his  statement.

22.      The  cross-examination for  all  the  accused  persons except

Mahendra  Yadav  is  declined  by  defence.
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23.      P.W.7,  Sri  Ram  Darash  Yadav  has  deposed  that  he knows

the accused persons. At The   time  of incident when Mahendra's wife

was murdered he  was  not  at  home (Bihar). On  his  return  he  heard

that Mahendra's  wife  Anju  has  been  killed. He  does  not  know  who

killed  her. Ext. 7 is  the  seizure-list,  Ext. 7(1) is his signature. He puts

his   signature as  police  asked  me  do  so. 

24.     The  cross-examination  for  all  the  accused  persons except

Mahendra  Yadav  is  declined  by  defence.

25.     P.W. 8, Sri Sikandar  Rai has  deposed  that  he knows all the

accused persons present today in the  dock.  He does not know the

accused, Smt. Anari  Devi. The incident took place eight  years  back.

He  heard   that  the  wife   of   the   accused  Mahendra  Yadav  was

murdered. He met  the  police  on road  of  their village. He also  heard

that  the  accused  Mahendra Yadav caused murder  of  his  wife.

26.      At this  stage, the  witness  is  declared  as  hostile by the

Prosecution with the permission of the  Court.              

27.        It  is  a fact  that his statement was  recorded  by  the  police

and he  stated  before the police  that accused  Mahendra Yadav was

brought  by  the  police  to their village. He  denies  the  suggestion

that he stated  before  the  police  that the  accused  Mahendra Yadav

caused  the death of his  wife  in his  house  alongwith  others and  he

showed the piece of  brick which  was  used  in causing  the  death of

his  wife  and police seized the  same  in presence of witnesses and

prepared  seizure-list and he puts his signature  thereon as  witness.

Ext. 7(2) is his signature. He  denies  the  suggestion that he deposed

today falsely for  the  sake of the  accused  persons. 

28.        In Cross-examination  he  has  stated  that he does not  know

anything about  the incident.  He knows  Hindi language  and  cannot

read  and  write  English language. He  never  puts  his signature in

English language. He does not  know what  is  written in Ext. 7(2).  Ext.

7(2) is not  written by him. He does not  know anything about seizure
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allegedly made  in  this  case. 

29.       P.W.9  Sri Bijoy Munda   has  deposed  that  he knows  the

accused persons present in  the  dock  today.  He does not  know the

wife  of  accused Mahendra Yadav but heard  that  she  died about  7-8

years  back. He   heard  that the  dead body  of Manju  Devi  was

recovered  in the  garden. 

30.       At  this  stage, the  Prosecution declared this  witness  as

hostile  with  due  permission of  the  Court. 

31.         He  denies  the  suggestion that  he stated before  the police

that on 03.07.08 police  brought  accused  Mahendra Yadav to their

village who committed  murder of  his  wife and that he  stated  before

them he  alongwith Trailokya Chouhan  and his  wife  and his  daughter

committed   murder  of   Anju   Devi   and  that  Mahendra Yadav also

produced  a  piece of  brick  used in committing the  crime. He  denies

the  suggestion that   police  seized the  brick and prepared  seizure-list

and   he  puts  his  signature  thereon  as   witness.  He   denies   the

suggestion that  Ext. 7 is  the  seizure-list, Ext. 7(3) is his signature.  He

denies  the  suggestion that   he deposed  falsely. 

32.         In Cross-examination  he  has  stated  that   he  does not know

how  to  write English language.  At the  time when he heard  that the

dead  body  was  recovered  at  tea  garden at  that  time he was not  a

Nayak of  VDP as  stated by  police. 

33.       P.W.10,   Sri Tarachand  Bhagat   has deposed  that he  knew

the deceased who was the wife of  the  accused, Mahendra  Yadav. He

knows  all  the  accused  persons. They  are  the  residents  of his

village. The  incident had  taken place in the year  2008 or  2009. At

the time  of  the  incident  there  was  a hulla in their  village  that  the

wife  of  the  accused, Mahendra  Yadav, which is  the  deceased, Manju

Devi was missing. And accordingly  a  search  was  conducted  by  their

villagers  to  trace  her. After  two  days  of  the incident  police came

to  the Hukanpukhuri  T.E  as a  dead  body  was  found. A  huge crowd
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gathered  at  the   place  where  the  dead  body  was recovered and

was  dug  out  and he being  present had  seen the dead  body and it

was  of  the  deceased  Manju  Devi. Police  had done  the Inquest on

the  dead  body and prepared Inquest  report. Ext. 2 is  the Inquest

report  and  Ext. 2(4)  is his  signature.

34.       At  this  stage, the  witness  has  been declared  hostile  by  the

Prosecution  with  due  permission of  the  Court. 

35.      It is   a fact  that  he stated  before  the police  that  his house

is situated  near  the house  of  Mahendra  Yadav.

36.     He   denies   the  suggestion   that  the  accused  Mahendra

Yadav  had  love   affair   with   one   married   woman  named,  Smt.

Durgawati Devi and  inspite  of  being  told  by  his  wife, i.e,  the

deceased not  to maintain  such  relation the  accused  continued  to

do  so.  He denies  the  suggestion  that he stated  before  the police

that  on 30.04.08  after  he  did not  see  the  deceased  Manju  Devi,

he enquired  about  her  to  Mahendra  Yadav, on which  Mahendra

Yadav stated  that Manju  Devi  was  sent  to  Bihar.   

37.      The Cross-examination  of  this  witness  is  declined  by  the

defence.

38.      P.W.11, Sri Amarjyoti Bailung has  deposed  that  on  07.05.08

when he was  working  as 2nd  Officer  at Makum  PS, the  VDP  Secy.,

Birendra  Yadav  informed  at Makum P.S. over  telephone  that  the

dead  body  of  wife  of accused, Mahendra  Yadav  was  buried   inside

a  drain of   Hukanpukhuri T.E. Then  O.C,  Dipak Tamuli  made  a  G.D

entry  at  Makum PS  vide  G.D  entry no. 157 dated  07.05.08 and he

was  entrusted to investigate the  case. Then he alongwith  staff rushed

to  the  P.O. and  the  complainant, Jhalku  Yadav  had shown him the

place of  occurrence where  the  dead  body  was  buried. Then he

informed the  Executive  Magistrate, K.K Sharma, BDO Hapjan to  come

to  the  P.O. After  his  arrival  he  directed  him  to dug out the  dead
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body. Accordingly, the  dead  body  was  dug  out  and Inquest was

conducted  by  him in  presence  of   witnesses.  Ext.  2  is  the  Inquest

report,   Ext.  2(5)  is   his  signature.  He  examined   the   witnesses

available  there  and  recorded  their  statements. Thereafter  he  sent

the  dead  body  to  the  Civil Hospital,  Tinsukia  for  Post  Mortem

Examination.  From  the  witnesses  he came  to   know  that   the

accused  Mahendra   Yadav,  Trailukya Chouhan,  Anariya   Devi   and

Durgawati  Devi  had caused  death  of Smt. Manju  Devi. He visited the

house  of  the  accused  persons and he  found Anariya  Devi in her

residence  and  brought  her  to  the  P.S.  Other  accused  were not

found  in their  residence.  On the  same  day,  the  informant Jhalku

Yadav  lodged  a  written  FIR.  After  receipt of  the  said  FIR , then  OC

of  Makum PS  Sri  Dipak  Tamuli  registered  a  case  vide  Makum PS

case  39/08 U/s. 302/201 IPC and  entrusted  him to  investigate  the

case. Ext. 1  is  the  said  written  FIR, Ext. 1(2) is  the  signature of  the

then  OC, Sri  Dipak  Tamuli,  which  he knows. On the  next  day, i.e,

08.05.08, he  visited  the house of  the  accused  Trailukya  Chouhan.

He found  him  in  his  residence  and  brought  him  to  the  P.S. After

interrogation he  arrested both Anariya  Devi and  Trailukya  Chouhan

and  forwarded  them  to  the Hon'ble Court  on 08.05.08. On 17.05.08

he arrested  another  accused, Ram  Naresh Chouhan and  forwarded

him  to the Hon'ble Court. In course of  his investigation  he  collected

P.M  Report  from the  Tinsukia  Civil  Hospital. In the mean  time  he

had  been  transferred  from Makum PS and  he handed  over  the  C.D

to  the OC, Makum  PS. 

39.      In  Cross  examination he  has  stated  that he examined  the

witnesses  namely,  Jhalku  Yadav,  Kartik  Bhumij,  Birendra   Yadav  &

Tarachand  Bhagat  at  the  P.O. He    examined  the  witnesses  one

after  another. During  his investigation  he found  the  P.O at  the

middle  portion  of  the  Hukanpukhuri  Tea  Estate  from where  dead

body  was  recovered. He  did not  examine  any  of  the labourers,

staff, manager  of Hukanpukhuri  T.E as to  how the  dead  body came

there. At 9 AM  he arrived  the P.O where  the  witnesses he  examined
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were  present. During  his investigation he  did  not  put question  to

the witnesses  why  they  were  present  at  the  P.O at  that  time. He

recovered  the  dead  body  at  9:20 AM on 07.05.08. The  Ext. 2 was

prepared by him. He examined the  dead  body  and  did  not  find   any

injury on the dead  body  so  he  did not  mention about  the injury  in

Ext. 2. Not  a  single  witness  examined  by him  stated  before  him

that  they  saw  killing  of  the  deceased  by the  accused  persons. 

40.      The  PW.2, Birendra  Yadav  did not  state  before  him  that after

the  missing of  Manju  Devi, the ladies  of  the  village held  a  meeting

and  the  accused Triluki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi and their  daughter,

Durgawati  Devi  were  invited  and  accordingly they came  and in  the

said  meeting  himself,   Gaonburha, Kartik Bhumij,  Lalsahib  Yadav,

complainant, Babul  Yadav  and   many  other  villagers  were  present.

This  witness also  did not  state  before  him  that on being  asked  the

accused  persons about  the  death of  Manju  Devi, they  replied  that

they  would  bring  Manju Devi  within  three  days. Also  this  witness

did not  state  before him that two  days  after  the  said  meeting the

aforesaid   accused   persons   fled   away  and   after   three   days,

another  meeting  was  held but  as  the  accused  persons  did not

attend the  meeting  and  fled  away, they  informed  the matter  to

police  as  per  decision of  the  meeting. Further  this  witness  did not

state  before  him that firstly  Anariya  Devi  was  apprehended  by

police  and  detained  in  the  police  station where  he was  also  called

for. While he arrived  the  P.S, police  told  him that Anariya Devi  told

that  she  alongwith her  husband  Triluki  Chouhan  knew  about  the

incident of  this  case. This  witness  did not  state  before  him that he

told  him  to  enquire about  the  accused Triluki  Chouhan and he

informed  him about  Triluki  Chouhan  who  concealed  himself  at  the

residence of  Raj Charan Paswan  and  the  accused  told  him  to  save

him and  then  he  suspected  and informed  to  the police & Triluki

Chouhan  was  apprehended  therefrom by the  police.  This  witness

did not  state  before him  that the police informed  him  that  the dead

body of Manju Devi was buried in a nulla  of  Hukanpukhuri  T.E  and
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on   the   next   day  morning  police  took     Triluki   Chouhan  to

Hukanpukhuri  T.E  and as shown  by   Triluki  Chouhan the  dead  body

of  Manju Devi  was  dug  out  from  the  nulla.   He  denies  the

suggestion   that   he  did  not   find   any  direct   or   circumstantial

evidence   against  the  accused  persons. 

41.     P.W.12   Sri   Bipul   Chakraborty(Retd.  Sub-Inspector)   has

deposed that   on  13.06.2008  he was  working  as Attached Officer

at Makum P.S.  The then  O.C, Dipak Tamuli handed  over  the  charge

of investigation  of  this  case. He came  to  know  from  the Tinsukia

Court that  the  accused  has already surrendered  before  the  court.

Accordingly,  he   prayed   to  the  Ld.  Court  for   three   days  police

custody. During investigation  the  accused  Mahendra Yadav confessed

his  guilt and shown P.O. He  has also  shown a piece of  brick which

was  used  at  the  time of offence.  Ext. 7 is  the  Ext. 7(4) is  his

signature on the  seizure-list. Thereafter he visited  the  P.O. Drew up a

sketch map, Ext. 8  is  the  Sketch map,  Ext. 8(1)  is  his signature on

the sketch map. He  examined  seizure  witnesses namely,  Darash

Yadav,  Sikandar   Yadav,Bijoy  Munda  and  Chandmari  VDP.   In   the

meantime he  got  transfer order  and  he handed over  the CD to the

OC. 

42.      In Cross-Examination  he  has  stated that after taking three

days in his  custody he  forwarded the accused  again  to  the  court  of

the  Ld. CJM. But  there  is no note in his  diary  about the  forwarding

of the  accused  to the  Court. He  prayed  for custody  of  the  accused

Mahendra  Yadav  vide  his petn.  dated  02.07.08. In  my said  petition

I stated that I came  to  learn  that   accused  Mahendra  Yadav after

committing  the  crime  concealed  the  dead  body on  the  earth of

Hukanpukhuri  T.E. But  I  have not  mentioned the same  in  my said

letter  dated  02.07.08. Neither in  the  ejahar  nor in  the  statement of

witnesses is  there  any  mention about the P.O  except  the nala of

Hukanpukhuri  T.E. In  the forwarding  report  after  the period of three

days  of custody  was  over he  did not  inform  the  CJM  or  stated  in

any  forwarding  report   what   materials   were  collected  against
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accused  Mahendra  Yadav during  the  period of  his police  custody. He

did not  get any  confessional  statement of  accused  Mahendra  Yadav

recorded U/s. 164 Cr.P.C.   He  denies  the  suggestion  that  accused

Mahendra  Yadav did not  confess  his  guilt  before him. He  has  also

denied  the  suggestion  that accused did not  show to him any place

as P.O  nor  he showed any piece of  brick to have  been used  in

commission of  crime.  Today  he has not  seen  any brick  in  this

Court. He  denies  the  suggestion  that  he did not  seize  any piece of

brick alleged  to  have  been used  in  commission of the crime.

43.       The  Cross-Examination for  the  other  accused is  declined.

44.      P.W.13, Sri   Deepak  Tamuli(Inspector)   has  deposed  that  on

28.02.09 he  was  working  at Makum P.S  as OC. On  transfer of the

earlier  I.O Sri  Bipul  Chakraborty, he took  the  charge of  this  case.

On perusal  of  the  Case  Diary, he found  that  almost  all investigation

have  been  completely  except  to  file C/S. He has  submitted  Charge-

sheet  against  the  accused namely,  Triloki  Chouhan, Smt. Anariya

Devi, Sri Mohendra  Yadav, Sri  Ram Naresh  Chouhan, Sri  Sugreeb

Chouhan   U/s.  302/201  IPC   showing    Smt.  Durgawati   Devi  as

absconder. Ext. 9  is  the  charge-sheet,  Ext. 9(1)  is  his  signature.  

45.        The  Cross-Examination  is  declined   by  the  defence. 

  
46.       With regard  to  the point  for  determination  Ld.  Counsel  for

the  accused Mahendra  Yadav has pointed out that PW.1 has  lodged

the  FIR  wherein  he  has  stated  that the  deceased  Manju  Devi was

his  daughter-in-law. But  in  reality the  deceased  Manju  Devi was not

the  daughter  in  law  of  PW.1.  Hence,  the  evidence  of  PW.1 should

not  be  believed. 

47.      In  reply,  Ld. Addl. P.P  has  submitted  that  the  PW.1 has

explained  in  course  of cross-examination  why  he  has  mentioned in

FIR  that deceased  Manju  Devi  as his  daughter-in-law and hence

there is no doubt about the relationship between the deceased and the

PW 1.
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48.       On  this point  I  have  gone  through  the  material  evidence

on  record  and  found  that  the PW.1  has   stated  in  the  FIR  that

deceased  Manju  Devi  is  his  daughter-in-law. But  in  course  of cross-

examination  he has  stated  that  as no  guardian  appeared after

recovery  of   the    dead  body  of  the  deceased, Manju  Devi he  on

request  of  the public  and  as   he  being  a   member  of Barekuri

Gaon  Panchayat  he  took  the  responsibility  of  guardian  of the

dead  body. From  this  evidence  it  is  crystal  clear  that  the PW.1 has

stated   why  he  has  mentioned  deceased  as  daughter  in  law  in

the  FIR. In  this  regard  I  have  seen  no  malafide  intention  on  the

part  of  the PW.1. As  in  Indian  society  every  woman who  is  not

related  to  any  person  even then  they  used  to call  a  woman  with

some  relation. Here  in  the  instant  case   it  is  natural  that  being  a

responsible  person  of  the  society  and  as  there  was  no  guardian

of  the  deceased  he  took  the  responsibility   and  called  the

deceased  with   a  reverent  and  sacred  name of   relationship   i.e,

daughter  in  law. In  view of  this  facts  and  circumstances  the  point

of   the  defence  side  is  rejected.

  
49.        Ld.  Defence  counsel  for  the  accused  Mahendra  Yadav  has

pointed   out   that   the   PW.12,   I.O   has    stated   that   during

investigation   the  accused Mahendra  Yadav  has  confessed  his  guilt

and  shown  the  place  of  occurrence  and  also  shown  a    piece of

brick  which  was  used   at  the  time   of  offence.  But  in  course  of

cross-examination  he  has  stated  that   no  confessional  statement

accused  Mahendra  Yadav  was  recorded  U/s. 164  Cr.P.C. Moreover,

the  Prosecution  has  failed  to  exhibit    the  seized  piece  of  brick

alleged to  have  been  used in  commission  of  the  crime. Hence, the

Prosecution  story  should  not  be  believed. 

50.      In   reply,   Ld.  Addl.  P.P  has  admitted that  there  is   no

confessional  statement  of  the   accused  Mahendra  Yadav  nor  the

brick  is  exhibited. 
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51.      On  this  point  I have saunter through the  evidence on record

and  stumbled  that  I.O   has   failed   to   record   the   confessional

statement  of  the accused  Mahendra  Yadav U/s. 164  Cr.P.C. As  per

section   25  of Evidence  Act,  the  statement  before  the  police  has

no  evidentiary  value. 

Section  25  in  The  Indian  Evidence  Act,  1872 is  envisaged as

follows:- 

25. Confession to police officer not to be proved.—No confession

made to a police officer1, shall be proved as against a person

accused  of  any  offence.—No  confession  made  to  a  police

officer1,  shall  be  proved as  against  a  person accused of  any

offence."

52.        Although the I/O has stated that the accused has confessed his

guilt but as the confession is made before the I/O (PW 12)  it has no

evidentiary value in the eye of law. Hence, it   cast  a  doubt  that

accused   Mahendra  Yadav has confessed  his  guilt  before  the I/O.

Prosecution  has  also  failed  to exhibit  the  piece of  brick  which  was

seized  by PW.12 which is in my view is  fatal  to  the  prosecution. 

53.       Ld.   Counsel  for  the accused persons have pointed out that

the  statement of  the  PW.2 is  proved  contradictory.  Hence should

not be relied upon. 

54.       On this point I have gone through the testimony of the PW 2

and the PW 11 (I/O). In  course of   cross-examination, PW.11 (I/O) has

denied that PW 2 has deposed that “The  PW.2, Birendra  Yadav  did not

state  before  him  that after  the  missing of  Manju  Devi, the ladies  of

the   village  held   a   meeting  and  the   accused Triluki   Chouhan,

Anariya  Devi and their  daughter, Durgawati  Devi  were  invited  and

accordingly they came  and in  the  said  meeting  himself,  Gaonburha,

Kartik Bhumij, Lalsahib  Yadav, complainant, Babul  Yadav  and   many

other  villagers  were  present. This  witness also  did not  state  before

him  that on being  asked  the  accused  persons about  the  death of
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Manju  Devi, they  replied  that they  would  bring  Manju Devi  within

three  days. Also  this  witness  did not  state  before him that two

days  after  the  said  meeting the  aforesaid  accused  persons  fled

away and  after  three  days,  another  meeting  was  held but  as  the

accused  persons  did not  attend the  meeting  and  fled  away, they

informed  the matter  to  police  as  per  decision of  the  meeting.

Further  this  witness  did not  state  before  him that firstly  Anariya

Devi  was  apprehended  by  police  and  detained  in  the  police

station where  he was  also  called  for. While he arrived  the  P.S, police

told  him that Anariya Devi  told that  she  alongwith her  husband

Triluki  Chouhan  knew  about  the  incident of  this  case. This  witness

did not  state  before  him that he  told  him  to  enquire about  the

accused Triluki  Chouhan and he  informed  him about  Triluki  Chouhan

who  concealed  himself  at  the  residence of  Raj Charan Paswan  and

the  accused  told  him  to  save  him and  then  he  suspected  and

informed   to   the  police  &  Triluki   Chouhan   was   apprehended

therefrom by the  police.  This  witness  did not  state  before him  that

the police informed  him  that  the dead body of Manju Devi was buried

in a nulla  of  Hukanpukhuri  T.E  and  on  the  next  day morning police

took    Triluki  Chouhan to  Hukanpukhuri  T.E  and as shown  by   Triluki

Chouhan the  dead  body of  Manju Devi  was  dug  out  from  the

nulla”.  

55.     From the evidence of the PW 11 it is proved that the entire

statement of the PW 2 is contradictory. Hence the evidence of the PW 2

has become doubtful. 

56.      From  the  material  evidence  on  record,  it  is  crystal  clear

that  there  is  no  direct  evidence  to  the  commission  of  the  offence

of  killing  the  deceased  Manju  Devi and hiding her dead body. From

the  FIR  it  is  revealed that since  30.04.2008,  the  deceased  Manju

Devi,  W/o.  Accused Mahendra  Yadav  was  not  seen.  Hence,  the

accused  Mahendra Yadav was  asked  about  the  whereabout  of

deceased  Manju  Devi. During  that  time  the   accused  Mahendra

Yadav  told   that   she  was sent   to   Bihar.  But  as   there  arises
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suspicion,  the  deceased  was searched  by the  VDP  alongwith  the

informant  and  on  07.05.08  as the  people  had  witnessed new earth

in  the  Hukanpukhuri garden,  the people  dug out and  found  the

dead   body   of   deceased   Manju   Devi  wrapping   with   saree.

Immediately  the  matter  was  informed  to  the police  station  and

the  Makum  police  alongwith  the  BDO  came  to the  place  of

occurrence and the  dead  body  was  dug  out  and identified  to  be

the  deceased Manju  Devi. In  the  FIR  it  is  also mentioned  that  in

the  meantime  the  accused   Mahendra  Yadav eloped  with  Smt.

Durgawati  Devi,  daughter of  Triloki  Chouhan  and  hence,  it  is

suspected  that  the  accused  Triloki  Chouhan,  Smt. Anariya  Devi

and Smt.  Durgawati  Devi  had  conspired  and  killed  the  deceased

Manju  Devi. 

57.     Ld.  Defence counsel  for   accused  Mahendra  Yadav  has

pointed  out  that  during the time  of  recovery  of  the  body  of  the

victim  Manju  Devi,  the accused  Mahendra  Yadav  was  not  present.

It  is  also  pointed  out that  the PW.1  & PW.2 have  stated  during

cross-examination  that accused  Mahendra  Yadav  went  to  U.P  prior

to  20-25  days  of  the incident  which  proves  that the  accused

Mahendra  Yadav was  not liable  for  the  death  of  the  victim  Manju

Devi.  

58.       In  this  regard,  I  have  scrutinized  the  evidence  on  record

carefully  and  found  that victim  Manju  Devi was the wife of the

accused  Mahendra  Yadav.  Now the accused Mahendra Yadav  has

taken the  plea  of  alibi.  In this regard I would like state that when  an

accused  takes the plea  of  alibi  then  the  burden   lies  upon    him

to  prove  the  alibi.

59.     In The State Of Karnataka vs Rajanaika S/O Lachanaika

CRIMINAL  APPEAL  No.300  OF  2010  (A) Pronounced  on

21.02.2014 Hon’ble Supreme Court has held that 

“The  word  'alibi'  is  of  Latin  origin  and  it  means
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'elsewhere'. This plea of alibi flows from Section 11

of the Evidence Act. It is well settled law by catena

of decisions and also in the light of provisions of

Section 103 of Evidence Act, where  plea of  alibi is

put forth by an accused in a criminal trial it is for

him  to  establish  the  same  beyond  reasonable

doubt. The logic behind is that the said fact would

be within the personal knowledge of the accused,

therefore, he has to establish the same. Of course,

even  if  the  accused  fails  to  discharge  the  said

burden  and  to  prove  the  alibi,  it  would  not

automatically lead to an inference that he is guilty

of the charge leveled against him. The failure on

the part of the accused to prove the  plea of  alibi

wherever  raised  would  not  dispense  with  the

burden on the part of the prosecution to prove the

guilt  of  the accused beyond reasonable doubt.  In

the  light  of  the  discussion  made  above  that  the

evidence  of  PWs  3  and  4  would  establish  the

presence  of  the accused inside  the house during

the  night  of  21.04.2008  and  that  the  deceased

being  the  wife  of  the  accused  was  found  dead

inside the house in the early hours of 22.04.2008, it

is necessary to find out as to whether the accused

has proved the plea of alibi.

60.    In  Raj  Kumar  Prasad  Tasmarkar  vs.  State  of  Bihar  &

Another reported in 2007 (1) Crimes 132 (SC) it has been held that 

'once prosecution is able to show that at relevant

time room in question was in exclusive occupation

of couple, burden lay upon the respondent to show

under what circumstances death was caused to his

wife.'

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/569739/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/569739/
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61.      From  the   FIR  it  is  revealed  that  on  30.04.08  while  the

victim Manju  Devi  was  not  seen  by  the people  or  the PW.1,  on

asking the   accused  Mahendra  Yadav told them  that   victim  Manju

Devi   was   sent  to  Bihar.  It is also alleged in the FIR  that in the

mean time the  accused  Mahendra  Yadav  had  eloped  with  Smt.

Durgawati Devi,  daughter of  Triloki  Chouhan. Which proves that at

the time alleged incident accused Mahendra Yadav was present at his

home. 

62.      Although  the accused Mahendra Yadav has taken the plea of

alibi that he went to U.P prior to 20-25 days of the alleged incident but

he could  not  prove  that  he  went  to  U.P  prior  to  20-25  days  of

the   alleged  incident.  The  victim  Manju  Devi  was  the  wife  of  the

accused  Mahendra  Yadav.  It  was  his  duty  to  inform  the  police

accordingly if victim Manju Devi was missing at that time. 

63.       The  defence side could not prove that the victim Manju Devi

had any animosity with some other people. The conduct and silence of

the accused Mahendra Yadav cast a doubt. Hence, considering all facts

and circumstances the  plea of alibi of the  accused Mahendra Yadav

that he was not present at the place of occurrence at the time of the

alleged occurrence cast a doubt. The  accused  Mahendra Yadav  could

not  prove  that   he  went  to U.P prior  to  the alleged incident. The

allegation of the elopement with Smt. Durgawati Devi, also fortified the

suspicion towards the accused Mahendra Yadav.   

64.      Ld. Counsel for the accused Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi,

Sugrim  Chauhan  and  Ram Naresh   has  submitted  that  there  is  no

evidence  to  prove  that  these  accused  persons  had  any  hand  in

murdering deceased Manju Devi and hiding her dead body. There is no

direct evidence or the circumstantial evidence at all to prove that these

four accused persons were last seen together with the deceased Manju

Devi. To fortify the argument Ld. Defence Counsel has cited the case of

Shah Alam & Another vs. State of Assam 2010 (6) GLJ 209.
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65.      In this regard Ld. Addl. P.P has pointed out that as the accused

Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and Ram Naresh had

avoided the public  and police  on asking about  the deceased Manju

Devi and  as the dead body of the victim Manju Devi was discovered at

the  instance  of  the  Triloki   Chouhan,  the  accused  persons  had

knowledge about the murder of the Victim Manju Devi and the hiding of

the dead body.  It  is further pointed out that as the Smt.  Durgawati

Devi, the daughter of the accused Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi had

eloped with the accused Mahendra Yadav the husband of the victim

Manju  Devi  the  accused  persons  had  knowledge  of  murder  of  the

victim Manju Devi and hiding of her dead body. Hence the Ld. Addl. P.P

has prayed to punish the accused persons in accordance with law.

66.      Upon  hearing  both  sides  about  the  allegation of  the

involvement of the accused Triloki   Chouhan, Anariya  Devi,  Sugrim

Chauhan  and  Ram  Naresh  I  have  seen  and  perused  the  material

evidence adduced by the witnesses and the circumstantial evidence.

PW 4 has deposed in his examination-in-chief as follows-“ But Triloki

Chouhan's  wife, Anarariya  Devi  was  found  and police  brought  her

to  the  P.S. On  the  same  night police  brought  Triloki  Chouhan  to

the P.S. Triloki  Chouhan  told the  VDP  personnel about  burying  of

Manju  Devi. On  the  next  day  police alongwith VDP  personnel had

reached the  burial place of Manju  Devi  at Hukanpukhuri  Bagan and

informed  him. Accordingly,  he  went  there  and the  dead  body  was

dug  out  from  there”.

67.        Although PW.4  has  deposed  above  statement  but  in  course

of  cross-examination  he  has stated  that  he  did not  state  before

police  that  “the   accused   Triloki   Chouhan   had  told   the   VDP

personnel  about  burying  of  victim  Manju  Devi and reached  the

burial   place   of   Manju   Devi   at   Hukan  Pukhuri   Bagan   and

accordingly,  the  dead  body  of  the  victim  was  dug  out”.  

68.         Here  I would  like to cite the case of Prabahat Marak & Anr.

V.  State  of  Tripura  2011 Crl.L.J.  1844 (GHC)   wherein  Hon’ble
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Gauhati  High Court has held “The evidence of PW 7 also cannot be

relied  upon,  he  himself  having  stated  that  he  never  made  any

statement before the I.O. of the case. Therefore, his statement before

the court implicating the accused Probhat is nothing but an improved

version of a witness i.e. first time before the trial court. It is settled

position that on the basis of the approved version of witness, it would

not be safe for the court to convict a person”.

 
69.      Now it appears that PW 4 has deposed first time in the court

that the accused Triloki Chauhan confessed his guilt but later he states

he did not state before the police. In view of this fact the evidence of

the PW 4 becomes improved version and hence it  cannot  be relied

upon. Moreover there is no corroboration from any other witnesses with

regard to the confession of the accused Triloki Chauhan. Hence it cast a

doubt about the reliability of the evidence of PW 4.   

70.     From  the  evidence  on  record  it  reveals  that  the  accused

Mahendra Yadav had eloped with the daughter of the Triloki Chauhan

but that could not raise the presumption that accused Triloki  Chouhan,

Anariya  Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and Ram Naresh had in prosecution of

common intention with the accused Mahendra Yadav had killed Manju

Devi  and  caused  disappearance  of  her  body.  There  is  no  material

circumstances  to  link  the  accused  Triloki   Chouhan,  Anariya   Devi,

Sugrim Chauhan and Ram Naresh with the alleged offences..

71.        The law relating to circumstantial evidence is well settled by

several judgments of the Supreme Court. It is fairly well settled that

when a  case  rests  on circumstantial  evidence,  a  complete  chain  of

circumstances, which rule out every other possibility except guilt of the

accused, has to be established. The essential ingredients to prove guilt

of an accused person by circumstantial evidence are: 

The circumstances from which the conclusion is drawn should

be fully proved.

The circumstances should be conclusive is nature.
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All the facts so established should be consistent only with the

hypothesis of guilt and inconsistent with innocence.

The circumstances should to a moral  certainly exclude the

possibility  of  guilt  of  any  person  other  than  the  accused.

(State  of  U.P  vs.  Ravindra  Prakash  Mittal  (Dr.)  AIR

1992 SC 2045)

  
72.       Hon'ble Apex court in a catena of decisions has laid down some

basic  principles  which should  be  followed at  the  time of  relying  on

circumstantial evidence in criminal case, viz.

1.The circumstances from which the conclusion of guilt is to be drawn

should be fully established.

2.The  facts  so  established  should  be  consistent  only  with  the

hypothesis of the guilt of the accused, that is to say they should not be

explainable on any other hypothesis except that the accused is guilty.

3.The circumstances should be of a conclusive nature and tendency.

4.They should exclude every possible hypothesis except the one to be

proved.

5.There must be a chain of evidence so complete as not to leave any

reasonable ground for the conclusion consistent with the innocence of

the accused and must show that in all human probability the act must

have been done by the accused.

(Sharad Birdhi chand Sarada-vs-State of Maharashtra, AIR 1984

SC 1622)

73.      Here in the instant case the prosecution has failed to establish

the  fact  which is  consistent  with  the  hypothesis  of  the  guilt  of  the

accused  Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and Ram

Naresh. No PW’s could prove that accused  Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya

Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and Ram Naresh are in prosecution of common

intention  with  the accused Mahendra Yadav had killed victim Manju

Devi and caused disappearance of her dead body. 

74.      Although it  is  alleged  that  the  accused  Triloki  Chouhan,

Anariya  Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and Ram Naresh have  conspired  to
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kill victim Manju  Devi  but  there  is  no   evidence to  show  that there

was  any animosity  between  the  deceased  Manju  Devi  and  the

accused  Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and Ram

Naresh.  No  witnesses  have  deposed  that  they  had  last  seen  the

accused  Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and Ram

Naresh with the deceased Manju Devi. Prosecution  has  failed to  show

any  motive  to  kill  the  victim Manju  Devi  by  the  accused  Triloki

Chouhan,  Anariya   Devi,  Sugrim  Chauhan  and  Ram  Naresh.  The

Prosecution  has  failed  to  prove  beyond  reasonable  doubt  that  the

accused  Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi, Sugrim Chauhan and Ram

Naresh  had  in  prosecution  of  common  intention  with  the  accused

Mahendra  Yadav  had  killed  victim  Manju  Devi  and  caused

disappearance of the dead body. Hence the accused Triloki  Chouhan,

Anariya   Devi,  Sugrim  Chauhan  and  Ram  Naresh  are  acquitted  on

benefit of doubt and set at liberty.

75.      But with regard to the accused Mahendra Yadav I have found

that the evidence of the witnesses and the circumstantial evidences

have  conclusively  established  the  guilt  of  him.  The  chain  of

circumstances  is  so  coherent  that  proved  the  guilt  of  accused

Mahendra  Yadav.  The  established  facts  has  consistently  proved  the

hypothesis of the guilt of the accused Mahendra Yadav. The chain of

evidence is so complete which proves the accused Mahendra Yadav has

committed the offence and does not show that he is innocent. There is

nobody  who  can  commit  such  gruesome  act  except  the  accused

Mahendra Yadav as he had love affairs with Smti Durgawati Devi and

eloped with her.  It  is  proved that at  the time of  the missing of the

victim Manju Devi the accused Mahedra Yadav was present at the place

of  occurrence  and  while  the  villagers  begun  to  enquire  about  the

whereabouts of the victim Manju Devi, accused Mahedra Yadav tried to

misled the villagers by saying that the victim Manju Devi went to Bihar.

While  the  villagers  vigorously  searching  for  victim  Manju  Devi  the

accused meanwhile eloped with Smti. Durgawati Devi. Thus the chain

of  circumstances  have  proved  the guilt  of  the accused Mahendra
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Yadav to the hilt.

76.     The witnesses have deposed in a straightforward manner and

the  defence  side  could  not  prove  any  vital  contradiction  and

exaggeration  in  their  statements.  The  witnesses  have  been

corroborated with each other and material circumstances, which makes

the  prosecution  story  reliable  and believable.  Medical  evidence  has

opined that the  cause  of  death of the victim Manju Devi is  due  to

comma  resulting  from head  injury. The medical evidence has also

found other injury on the person of the victim of Manju Devi. It is also

proved beyond reasonable doubt that by the medical evidence that the

victim Manju Devi was kept buried for about 7 to 10 days. From the

evidence it is proved that the murder of the victim Manju Devi was pre

planned.

77.      In the conclusion, considering all facts and circumstances of the

case I am of the considered view that prosecution has succeeded to

prove the charges only against the accused Mahendra Yadav beyond all

reasonable doubt. It is proved by the circumstantial evidence beyond

reasonable doubt that the accused Mahendra Yadav had committed the

murder of his wife Manju Devi and caused disappearance of her dead

body. Hence the accused Mahendra Yadav is convicted u/s 302, 201

IPC.

78.      The accused Mahendra Yadav is heard on the point of sentence.

He has stated that he is the only earning member of his family and has

old aged parents. He has also four children. He prays for leniency.

79.    Upon   hearing  the  accused  person  and  both  sides  I  have

pondered over the prayer of the accused Mahendra Yadav. 

80.      Now, I am   of  the  considered  view that on hearing such

despicable  and  obnoxious  nature  of  the  offence  the  mind  and

conscience of any normal human being would shake in fear and anger.

This is a very serious nature of offence. The relationship between the

husband and wife is very sacred. The wife feel safe and secure in the
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hand of a husband since she leaves her paternal house. But when a

wife does not feel safe and secure in the hands of her husband after

leaving her parents’ home where she would go. Howsoever is the big

dispute remains between a husband and a wife but meeting a destiny

like the victim Manju Devi is very pathetic and tragic. Killing a wife and

causing disappearance of her dead body is very barbaric, savage and

inhuman. It cannot be tolerated in a good human society. Hence, to

give a lesson and to send a stern warning to the like-minded people I

do not like to allow the accused Mahendra Yadav to go unpunished and

treat him leniently. 

81.     Hence, the accused Mahendra Yadav is sentenced to undergo

with  Life  Imprisonment  and  a  fine  of  Rs.  10,000/-  (Rupees  Ten

Thousand only) u/s. 302 IPC in default he shall have to undergo another

Rigorous Imprisonment for one (01) year. The accused Mahendra Yadav

is also sentenced to undergo for three (03) years  and a fine of Rs.

10,000/- only (Rupees Ten Thousand only)  u/s. 201 IPC  in default he

shall have to undergo another Rigorous Imprisonment for 1 (one ) year.

82.    All   the   aforesaid   sentences   of   the  convict  shall  run

concurrently.  The  period  of  detention  already  undergone  by  the

accused  shall  be  set  off  against  the  aforesaid  sentence  of

imprisonment as envisaged u/s.428 of the Cr.P.C.

83.     Furnish  a  free  copy  of  the  Judgment  to  the  accused

Mahendra Yadav immediately.

84.      The bail bond of the accused  Triloki  Chouhan, Anariya  Devi,

Sugrim Chauhan and Ram Naresh are extended U/S 437 A Cr.P.C.

85.    As   per  S.  357  A  Cr.P.C   the  DLSA  Tinsukia   is   hereby

recommended to pay the compensation to the next kith and kin of the

victim Manju Devi. Send a copy of the Judgment to the DLSA Tinsukia

for necessary action with regard to the payment of compensation.
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86.     Destroy   the   seized   materials  in  due  course  of  time  in

accordance with law.

87.       Send a copy of the Judgment to the Deputy Commissioner of

Tinsukia.

88.       Given  under her hand and seal of this court on this the 30 th day

of March 2019.

Dictated & corrected by me:                            

        (Md. Abdul Hakim)                                         (Md. Abdul Hakim)

Addl.  Sessions  Judge-1(FTC),       Addl.  Sessions  Judge-1(FTC),
Tinsukia.                                                            Tinsukia.

  

Transcribed by 

P.D Phukan, (Steno).
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A  N  N  E  X  U  R  E

PROSECUTION WITNESSES:

PW.1, Sri Jhalku  Yadav, 

PW.2, Sri Birendra  Yadav,  

PW.3, Dr.  Sanat  Kr.   Dutta,

PW.4  Sri Kartik  Bhumij,

P.W.5, Sri  Satyendra  Yadav,

PW.6, Sri Lal  Chai  Yadav,

P.W.7, Sri  Ram  Daras Yadav,

P.W.8, Sri  Sikandar  Rai,

P.W.9, Sri Bijoy Munda,

P.W.10, Sri Tarachand Bhagat, 

P.W.11, Sri  Amarjyoti  Bailung,

P.W.12, Sri Bipul  Chakraborty,

P.W.13, Sri Deepak  Tamuli(Inspector). 

 

PROSECUTION DOCUMENTS :

                 Ext. 1 is the  Ejahar,   

       Ext. 2  is  the Inquest  Report,   

       Ext. 3 is  the P.M  Report, 

       Ext. 4  is  the  Command  certificate,   

       Ext. 5  is  the  Forwarding, 

       Ext. 6 is  the   dead  body  challan,    

       Ext. 7 is the Seizure-list, 

                 Ext. 8 is the Sketch map,  

       Ext. 9 is the charge-sheet,  

                   

 

 
                                                                         (Md. Abdul Hakim)

Addl. Sessions Judge-2(FTC),
                                                                  Tinsukia 


